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A Larger Uniaerse

Ethnography is arguably compelling because it allows us to act as voyeurs

gazing at the minutiae of other people's lives; indeed, doing so becomes a

scholarly virtue. When the distance between our lives and theirs is close,

ethnographic detail has an almost magnetic attraction, pulling us into com-

parisons of how our lives are similar and different from the lives of those peo-

ple, who we hope or fear may really be like us. A function of ethnography
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is not just to reveal more and more about them, but also to allow us to ask

ourselves questions that we might not pose otherwise. While reading about

the busyness of others may in this way provide a guilty pleasure, it can be

a profound experience as well, for those other lives can help us think about
our own circumstances and perhaps act to change them for the better. \44rat

is important is not whether their buslmess is the same as ours, or whether

they coped and buffered in the best ways, but rather what it allows us to
learn that is useful in our lives as individuals and members of families.

There is, however, a danger in the attraction of the richly detailed per-
spective available through ethnography. Such rich descriptions also provide

windows onto processes that may be changing entire \Mays of life, but that
seem removed from everyday experience. Complementing the ubiquitous
ethnographic microscope is the need for a "macroscope" that connects

everyday life, and its immediate exigencies, with a larger meaning or sig-
nificance. Doing so might sound like an academic thought experiment, but
in fact it is profoundly practical. We can imagine, for example, reconfigur-
ing our daily lives and our families to gain better control over buslmess, but
the effects of buslmess would still reverberare rhrough society, changing its
very texture.

Busy lives might be firmly grounded in daily obligations, but how we

handle those obligations, and even how we think about our lives, affects and

is affected by moral visions of how we should live. fu we have seen, one way

to think about our busy lives assumes the importance and simplicity of time
and pays scant attention to the content of our activities. Ideas about a time
bind, or life speeding up, or of "fitting it all in" assume the centrality of time.

They treat activities and how we categorize them as natural, necessary, and

taken for granted. They are not problematical and they remain unexam-

ined. Only the challenges of efficient organization or the productive use of
time seem noteworthy. There is a matter-of-factness to this approach, one

in which techniques of time management are paramount. Moral issues mar-

arise, as when we choose among obligations or ask what activity-filled dars

are doing to families and our children, but the moral sense is typically muted.

The focus on time takes for granted a world that presents alternatives and

compels us to ask ourselves how to adapt or cope, but abundant alternatir-es

are taken as inevitable. Morality lurls at some distance behind the minutiae
of daily life, for the latter is largely defined by technique and mastery.
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The perspective from busyness frames different questions regarding mo-

rality. The focus frorn buslmess is less about mastery or exploring alternative

techniques than about the very content of our lives and how we are con-

nected to other people. There is uncertainty to the moraliry for we can-

not assume the inevitability and naturalness of the alternatives we confront,

much less the activities they entail. From this perspective' we lack firm

guidelines for even knowing what we should be doing and how we should be

engaging other people in our everyday lives. The moralitg far from lurking

in the background, infuses our every action; organizing a car pool or using

technology to limit and enable our relationships to other people become the

stuff of morality, and not just matters of efficienry and productivity. The

contrast between focusing on time versus focusing on activities is not merely

an academic nicety but transforms the questions we can meaningfully ask

about our lives and society.

The morality of buslmess is inherendy entwined with ideas about what it
means to lead a good life. Such a life varies, of course, from circumstance to

circumstance; there is no single good life. But as Alasdair Maclntyre arg'ues,

we can view the good life as a whole or a unity that is created through the

narrative histories we create of ourselves and our settings. Everyone under-

takes the work of creating such narratives, for humans are storytelling ani-

mals, and through those stories we aspire to truth. This truth is the unity of

an individual life, and the question is: "How best might I live out this unity

and bring it to completioni"r+

Our narratives are not simply composed about or by us as lone individu-

als. In the narrative perspective, in Maclntyre's words, "my life is always em-

bedded in the story of those communities from which I derive my identity. I
am born with a past; and to try to cut myself off from that past, in the indi-

vidualistic mode, is to deform my present relationships."tiThose communi-

ties and societies into which we are born provide the settings in which we

live, and those settings, too, have histories. In order to understand our ac-

tions, we are always inserting particular episodes into the narrative histories

of ourselves and those settings. We place someone's intentions in causal and

temporal order with reference to his or her history. \A/e also place them in

their role in the history of the setting or settings in which they belong. Such

narrative history is basic and essential for charact erizing and comprehend-

ing actions.r6An action is always accountable in the sense that it is possible
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to ask a person for an intelligible account ofit, and those accounts connect

specific actions to larger intentions.

Through this dual process of constructing narratives of both self and set-

tings, we connect our individual lives to cultural traditions; we are not just

the authors of our own stories, for those traditions provide us with stories

in which we make sense of ourselves. In the narrative view, a life is always

embedded in the story of the communities from which we derive identity.

We are born with pasts and futures, and a living tradition is our argument

about what is good and worth pursuing.

If a human life constitutes a unity, then creating that unity is done un-

der difficult conditions in modern societies. Such societies create compart-

ments into which we and our behavior are placed. fu we learn roles, we also

learn to compartmentalize our actions and our identities. For example, we

may inculcate the virtue of honesty at home while practicing deception else-

where. Even the continuity and unity of the life course is broken up; old age

and childhood are placed in different compartments from the rest of life'
The challenge to a good life is evident: distinctiveness is emphasized over

unity, but the virtues that define it are manifested in many or all situations

for individuals. Exercising these virtues requires effort, and modern life can

seem designed to thwart such unity.

Busyness exacerbates the difficulties inherent in creating the unity in life

that social philosophers such as Charles Taylor and Alasdair Maclntyre argue

is so important. As we have seen, the drivers of buslmess provide a surfeit of
alternatives from which to choose, as well as partitions between spheres of
life and uncertainty about long-term intentions. Busyness is organized, not

around virtues that integrate and unifz a life, but around skill in managing

competing demands on time. Buslmess is less progress toward completing a

unity than it is ceaseless movement that we hope will prove significant.

If, then, we see narrative histories as essential tools for living because

they bind present to past and future, and collective traditions to individuals,

then one way to characterize society is in terms of how it provides settings

and practices conducive to the good life. At least from this perspective, in
which morality is part of lived, daily experience, busl.ness threatens those

conditions.

These questions surrounding the good life are important to individuals

and families, but how they are resolved will reverberate throughout sociery.



The sociologist Alan wolre points ":,;,:ir-';.J:,., ; ttt:"t
democratic policies have freed rnany citizens from both concern with "the
nitty-gritty of survival" and "the struggles for pou'er taking place around

them." In this sense, they have "freedom from economics and liberation

from politics."rTThe result is a key paradox, in that we are largely free to

make choices about how to live our lives irrespective of the actions of other

people. But because of the social and economic complexin' of our societies,

we are interdependent with others in rnaking those societies rT-ork. \\re may

aspire to be free, yet freedom means being unencumbered b't- obligations to

others, while economic growth, democratic governance, and freedom are

produced through dependencies on other people: "To be modern is to face

the consequences of decisions rnade by complete strangers rvhile makingl

decisions that will affect the lives of people one will never knou'," \\blfe
writes. One resulting dilemma is that the more we depend on others (and

they on us) owing to the web of obligations, the fewer are the aereed-upon

moral rules that can account for those obligations.ls

Wolfe argues that markets, the state, and civil socierv have provided

moral reg-ulation. The market approach begins by assuming that people rvill

rationally maximize their own self-interest, so that their individual moral

obligation to others is to do what is best for themselves. Econot.nists rvho

base moral regulation on self-interested individuals acting in rnarkets npi-
cally develop explanations of why such action based on self-interest best

discharges moral obligations to other people. An enduring challenee is

to explain how what is desirable for larger collectivities is best obtained

through the uncoordinated action of individuals, each relentlessiv pursuing

what is best for him or her.

The state provides an alternative means of moral rezulation, based on

the argument that individuals will in practice attempt to escape obligations

to others, and so unbridled individual desires must somehorv be restrained.

Political processes operate to ensure that obligations to larqer communities

are met, and the state and its laws and regulations become the instrument

through which collective obligations are defined and met. The state is not

omniscient, but it is authoritative and relies on the porver and knowledge of
experts to act on behalfofdistant strangers.

In their different ways, both market and state simplif' the complexity of
social coordination, the market by locating it in the actions of individuals
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and the state by promulgating universal solutions. Each operates indepen-

dently of the people who might be directly involved in the actions of oth-

ers. Because of this simplification and the apparent complexity of alternative

means of coordinating obligations, we often think of market and state as

the only forms of moral regulation in society. Yet liberal democracies have

discontents precisely because neither the individualistic morality of the mar-

ket nor the collective morality of the state can successfully address all of
the issues confronting society. And despite their obvious differences, liberal

markets and democratic states are based on some shared assumptions about

moral obligations and codes. Both see social obligations as resulting from

the action of individuals. They prefer present benefits to making sacrifices

for the future. Both value the operation of simple mechanisms over paying

attention to the ultimate purposes of action. The result is that markets and

states are limited in their effectiveness as moral regulators of society.

A third way of providing moral regulation is through the operations of
civil society. While civil society is less prominent in contemporary discourse

than state or market, it is an enduring source of defining and meeting obli-

gations. Civil society requires individual restraint, ties of solidarity between

people, the expression of community norms, and voluntary altruism. It oc-

curs because we are invariably brought into contact with others in ways that

force us to recognize our dependence on them. Morality is based on and in

these interactions. "We are not social because we are moral; we are moral

because we live together with others and therefore need periodically to ac-

count for who we are," Wolfe explains.leThis morality is negotiated among

individuals who reflect on what they have done and are doing in order to

decide what they should be doing next. Morality here is dlmamic, emerging

from the actual occasions when people interact. It is not simply a matter of
applying the correct rule and following it. Such moral reasoning is ubiqui-

tous, for tacit knowledge is embodied in every social interaction, and much

of this knowledge is moral. There is no relief or "time out" from the need to

account for what we do and why we do it.20

Buslmess is occurring, not only in modern societies, but also in ones

where the taken-for-granted regulators ofsocial obligation are being trans-

formed. Civil society has had little place in a world where the state and mar-

ket duel for primary, but these pages have revealed that busyness is found

virtually everywhere and is affecting our everyday interactions. How it does
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so cannot be contained within the procrustean beds of work and farnily. But
the drivers ofbusyness, our reliance on coping practices, and hou'we create

buffers that enhance our resilience thrust us into social interactions with ob-
ligations, standards of conduct, and rules that have not I'et been fully writ-
ten. How busyness affects us individually and as farnilv members is likely to
be where we are most immediately aware of its effects, but it is the longer,

often indirect eff'ects on society that will arguably be more important to our
futures.

We should not be uncritically confident about the possibilities of a civil
society with renewed functions. Alan Wolfe and Charles Thvlor remind us

that any moral obligations and codes that emerge will be senerated bv the

content of our interactions and our capacity to place them in larqer narra-
tives about ourselves and the settings that give them meaning.:r Busr-ness

neither eliminates the possibilities for such narratives and the unities thel'
create nor is particularly conducive to constructing thern.:: For exar.nple,

we have seen the quest for opportunities for reflection that is necessan'for
good stories to think with, but we have also seen the difficuln- in finding
them. Far more cornmon are occasions for mastering techniques, the qoals

of which are not always evident.

An ethnography of busyness allows us to understand the povern- of sim-
ply looking at time as the sine qua non of busy lives, and to instead refbcus

our gaze on the activities that make us busy and those that rve entbrace to
manage our everyday lives. Ironically, time reemerges in importance, albeit
in difTerent ways. We have seen its importance through the experiments

individuals and families conduct over days and years to best lir-e their lives.

Time also reasserts itself in the possibility of constructins narrative histories

that unifu our pasts, presents, and futures into a good life. -\nd u'e are also

reminded that those lives are being led at a historical moment u'hen market,

state, and civil society are shifting their functions in socien-. There are few
reliable guideposts in such a world, and reasons for concern and even de-

spair loom large. Yet also possible are new forms of familr-, u.orkplace, and

community that can help us explore and meet the obligations we have to
one anotheq and the sort of society that will allou. us to lead our own good

lives in the company of others.


